Water-maze learning and effects of cholinergic drugs in mouse strains with high and low hippocampal pyramidal cell counts.
Morphological differences have been found in inbred strains of mice in the number and volume of pyramidal cells in Ammon's horn of the hippocampus. Among the mouse strains surveyed, NZB/BINJ (NZB) and C57BL/10J (B10) are most divergent in both total volume and total number of neurons. These genetically derived differences were exploited to determine hippocampal involvement in the acquisition of a spatial water maze. Genetic differences in hippocampal cell number were related to the acquisition of this spatial task. Mice with small numbers of hippocampal pyramidal cells, the B10 strain, acquired a water-maze task more slowly than either NZB mice or (NZBxNZW) F1 (NZBWF) animals. In addition, strain differences in responsivity to cholinergic manipulations were found. B10 mice were more sensitive than NZB or NZBWF mice to both the disruptive effects of scopolamine and the facilitory effects of physostigmine on swim maze learning. Although other inherited differences undoubtedly exist between these strains as is apparent in other mouse lines, these data suggest a prominent role for the hippocampus in the learning of spatially oriented behavior. Furthermore, this behavior appears to be responsive to cholinergic manipulations.